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Extension volunteers contribute 
to Nebraska's "good life" 
National Volunteer Week begins April 18th 
There's a special feeling in the extremely effective throughout energized and honored to work 
air each spring as the extension extension's history. side-by-side with volunteers who 
master gardeners return. It's In 1992,885 4-H volunteers in do whatever it takes to get the job 
similar to the excitement you may Lancaster County served 11,505 done." The strength of the 
experience at holiday time when youth ages 9-19. Volunteers help University of Nebraska Coopera-
you're reunited with members of members with their projects, teach tive Extension is it's ability to 
your family. We appreciate the leadership and public presentation mobilize a diverSe group of 
gardening and composting know 1- skills, train 4-H volunteers, and volunteers to address issues which 
edge they provide and time (2,940 develop 4-H programs and poli- impact people in our community. 
hours annually) they put in, but it's cies. 4-H leaders come from all The warmth felt each spring 
much more. Extension volunteers walks of life. Retirees, factory when the master gardeners return 
bring with them the spirit of life- workers, homemakers, profession- holds true throughout all the 
long learners - and it's conta- als and older teens all serve as 4-H extension volunteer programs. It's 
4-H volunteer Catherine Roberts coaches Courtney Fortner through gious. leaders. Each receives great ' the same sensation we experience 
a public service announcement at the IANR radio studio. The Master Gardener Program satisfaction knowing that their at fair time when over 350 exten-
~-----------------------~~~~~~~~w~~~ ~~~~~~~~~s~ung ~~4-H~~~rs~all~~ 
Is volunteering for you? systems within the University of people become mature, responsible possible to help young people have Nebraska Cooperative Ex~nsion. adults. It is especially heart- a positive learning experience. 
Examples include pewle:,who have warming to see the positive impact Some describe extension as a 
~,~.,~- .Haight H8111·.S Meath: tfr-an~·~·"Beath~e"l'rogram. '"." .,. -' . generously ,donated their time and '-'youth volUnteers 'have through support'S)'Stem similar to a family. 
expert on the subject, Catherine Catherine realizes many resource's to be a part of applied community service. Together, we learn and grow, fmd 
Roberts defines a volunteer as benefits from volunteering. She agriCUltural research coordinated Many times people ask "What solutions and strength to meet day-
"someone who gives of their time finds a personal satisfaction in by extension specialists and· do you enjoy most about your to-day challenges and celebrate 
and talents, as well as, a part of helping others. Catherine also agents; the home extension club job?". The answer is simple. "I'm accomplishments. (MHB) 
themselves". Beginning at a young agrees that a benefit of volunteer- program and the 4-H program 
age, Catherine found herself ing is meeting people with similar which also attracts quality people 
occupied with many volunteer interests. Volunteering gives dedicated to improving the lives of 
opportunities. Catherine remem- Catherine a place to use specific people in the community. 
Fields sought for sludge 
bers her experience as a 4-H junior skills that she can not use else- Home extension club volun- Suitable fields are being sought cant amount of organic matter that 
leader under Extension Agent Don where. For example, with the teers are trained by extension staff for 1993 sludge application. If you will help soil hold moisture better 
Miller. Because of her early 4-H Lancaster County Ambassador to educate their members about are interested in applying this or- when con-
experience, Catherine was eager to Team, Catherine is able to offer such issues as nutrition, health, ganic material to your field, your ditions are 
work with the Lancaster County her knowledge on public speaking. parenting and the environment. field will be evaluated by conduct- '. ~. . . ....... '. . _ dry. Or-
Ambassadors, Catherine believes that vol un- This past year over 300 members ingafour-footdeepsoilnitrateanaly- ;~:;'~: .. .:::.:.:~:~.~:.;~:.~~:~:::~: ganic nitro-
''It's always fun to work with teers are the "life blood that keeps presented extension educational sis free-of-charge. ":.> ~\" ... -.:.,:: : ~:-.:':,:,.:,::::.:,::: gen is in a 
bright, stimulating, young people organizations going". Catherine programs reaching 5,220 people. Like other organic fertilizers, .:.). .... .i ~~., • ". :>.:;.~~~:~ slow re-
like the Ambassadors. I must stresses the fact that today with Training leaders to teach educa- sludge contains all the nutrients that • ~;\\:,~ -:, .~:S;::. lease form 
enjoy it, otherwise, I wouldn't our tight economy, volunteers tional programs developed by the plants need for optimal growth and ~~~r J\ !\';.:~ - _ ~. that may 
continue volunteering with them," Please turn to Volunteer: page 6 University of Nebraska has been yields. In addition, there is a signifi- .~ ../I~. ~,;·Yi.:;:> pro vi d e 
Catherine reassures. r;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;';;;;;;;-::=--:~----:-:~--:-:::---:::----=---:-:------:-:::--I benefits for several years. 
Along with her4-H volunteer- Follow the "yellow br·ck road" The best candidates for sludge 
.;. ing, Catherine currently works I application are fields that have mod-
with Camp Fire boys and girls, Volun- portunity to meet new people and cil, two-year 4-H Ambassador for erate to serious fertility problems, 
teaches an adult Sunday school tee ring is make lifelong friends, as well as Lancaster County and two-year including those that maybe deficient 
class and is a kindergarten room like follow- allowing you to leamsomething new. counselor at the Eastern Nebraska. in phosphorus or have excessive al-
parent for her daughter, Sarah. ingthe"yel- For example, I have learned to im- 4-H Center. kalinity or amounts of clay. 
Her past is also full of volunteer low brick prove my speaking and leadership There are many other volunteer Lancaster County extension 
activities. She volunteered with road"-you skills. opportunities available through the agents will be working with UNL 
the Boy Scout Exploring program, never know Volunteering is a privilege for University of Nebraska Coopera- soil specialists to help improve your 
served as a church choir director ~~~~;;:;::::;==.I where it me, not a task, and it makes me feel tiveExtensioninLancasterCounty. soil with sludge. 
and was the State Capitol Founda- might take you. Volunteering al- good about myself. Most impor- If you are interested in participat- For more information about this 
tion secretary. She and her waysfmds it's way back to help you tantly, I like to volunteer. Some of ing in a volunteer activity, please program, contact Barb Ogg or Ward 
husband, Russ, have been coordi- out later in life. my volunteer activities include be- call the extension office for more Shires at 441-7180. (BPO) 
nators of a local Sudden Infant Volunteering gives you the op- ing an active member of Teen Coun- information. -Brenda Soh' 
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Upcoming Programs 
- -
AU programs. unless otherwiJe noted, will be held at the Lancaster Extension Conference Center, 
444 Chcrrycrcck Road, Lincoln. Call the Clttension office at 441-7180 for more information. 
Grafting workshop: 
build your own apple tree 
Friday, April 2 - 7-9 p.m. Fee: $10 
TheNEBLINE 
Master gardener volunteers help students plant vegetable and flower 
gardens at Lakeview Youth Garden. 
April 1993 
__ .: .. ---.... ,.-~:._ •. .r_-c....:.:-.~.,.,.,.-_''"'.=.'::=,--~-'.-_--_~ .. -_.. ---·--'-··,-:-·:--rc:·.-:-=·= .. · .,._~.~_ 
Easter lily 
bulb ideal for 
replanting 
If you received an Easter lily 
this year, you can save the bulb 
'~ .. : ... ,r-, ..•... 8.,:.: .•.. : .• : .. ' .• ,........ ) J(; ..... :~ 
~E .• : ....... ·:rt;· .. ':{ ..:.:,a ...... :...•. :.: .• L&. .... • 0\ ••.• : •.. :: .•. ) '!".-4fN I .... \ r: ............. '-M ·j/~ .. !, .... ".... • .••.••••.•... 1 
I: '6'V .. v 
and plant it 
outdoors. 
Spring 
flowering 
bulbs that 
are forced, 
such as 
tulips, ~ narcissus 
and hyacinths, are often discarded 
after flowering. Easter lilies can 
be replanted after the blooms are 
gone. 
The workshop will coverthe basic techniques of grafting. U nderstock 
and scion wood will be provided but feel free to bring your own scion 
wood. Bring your own grafting knives (very sharp)_ Inthe hands-on 
part of the workshop, you will graft an apple scion onto a selected 
rootstock and be able to take the apple tree home with you. The 
principles of selecting rootstocks and scions will be explained. The fee 
forthis workshop is S 10. The class is limited to 2Q participants, so pre-
registration is required. To register, contact: Nebraska Sustainable 
The most successful site to 
reflower Easter lilies is outdoors. 
Reflowering indoors is not recom-
L-_________________________ mended since the blooms would be 
A growing experience: the 
Master Gardener Program 
small and inferior to the initial 
crop. 
You can plant the Easter lily 
outdoors after the danger of frost is 
past. Select a sunny site with well-
drained soil. Set the top of the 
bulb six inches below the soil 
surface. Do not remove the flower 
stalk until it dries, then cut it off at 
the soil surface. The lily will 
likely rebloom the first year in 
September and thereafter in early 
summer. After the soil surface 
freezes in the fall, mulCh the soil 
and do not remove the mulch until 
new growth occurs in the spring. 
Agriculture Society, Box 736, Hartington, NE 68739 or telephone 402- The "key" to any successful 
254-2289. (DJ) program is dedicated, committed, 
hardworking people. That is the 
Organic gardening: for home and market ;~~~~ie~;e~e~~l~ ~!~ ~~~~e 
Saturday, April 3 -10 a.m. - 4 p.m. No fee. Lancaster County Master Gardener 
This workshop will cover basic soil building techniques using cover Program. 
crops and green manure, principles of crop rotation in the garden and The Master Gardener Program 
the use of species diversity of insect and disease control. Presentation is a volunteer service program of 
will also be included on identification of beneficial and pest insects and the University of Nebraska 
their life cycles. Marketing options discussed will include roadside Cooperative Extension in 
stands, fanner's markets, direct sales, retail stores and wholesale Lancaster County. The volunteers 
markets. attend approximately 40 hours of 
The featured speaker for both workshops is Thomas N. Tomas, training in various areas of 
Ph.D. Tom has many years of experience as a gardener and teacher. He horticulture subjects. These areas 
started his gardening career in the organic gardens at Boys Town. He include turf, vegetables, herba-
has owned a greenhouse and commercial gardens in western Nebraska, ceous ornamentals, fruits, pest i-
taught at the Nebraska College of Technical Agricultural in Curtis and cides, trees and shrubs. 
is currently a consultant with organizations providing organic certifi- After the training they are 
cation services. Foradditionalinfonnation,contact: Nebraska Sust~in-asked to give bay,lc thee,same, 
i able Agriculture Society, Box 736, Hartington, NE 68739 or telephone amount of hours doing volunteer 
'I 402-254-2289. (DJ) work for extension programs. 
'-. --------------~----------~ Current and past projects include 
Pizza in the garden? 
GARDEN 
Do 
441-7179 
pepper variety. 
The final wedge will be planted 
with one tomato plant_ A paste 
tomato variety, such as Roma, is 
recommended for your pizza gar-
den. Roma has small, oblong to-
matoes with a thick meaty flesh. 
Here is a simple recipe to 
make yourgarden pizza. Make 
a pizza dough from scratch 
or buy it already prepared. 
Press the dough into a 
greased pizza pan and pour 
tomato sauce over the 
dough. Slice your toma-
toes, onions and peppers 
thinly and spread evenly 
over your pizza. Sprinkle 
moderately, a combination 
of your herbs, basil, parsley 
and oregano. Top these ingre-
dients with grated mozzarella and 
parmesan cheese. Bake at 400 
degrees Fahrenheit for approxi-
mately 20 minutes oruntil the crust 
is brown. Individual mini pizzas 
can be made by topping English 
muffins or pita bread. 
The pizza garden could be a fun 
projectforthewholefamily.(MJM) 
Youth gardening program to begin 
4-H members involved in 
horticulture projects are encour-
aged to participate in the Cornuco-
pia Gardening Award program. 
There are two categories to choose 
from: vegetable or flower. Twice 
during the growing season the 
garden will be judged and evalu-
ated on planting design, cultural 
practices, pest control, gardening 
knowledge and gardening records. 
There is a junior division (9-12 
years old) and a senior division 
(13-19 years old) in each of the 
two categories. Four awards wi 11 
be presented at the end of the 
gardening season at the Lancaster 
County Fair. 
Pick up competition rules and 
entry blanks at the extension 
office. For more details, contact 
Mary Jane McReynolds, 8 a.m. -
noon, Monday through Friday,at 
441-7180. All competing gardens 
need to be preregistered by May 1. 
(M1M) 
compost demonstrations, youth 
garden, county fair, 4- H flower 
and vegetable contests and UNL 
tomato research. Experienced 
master gardeners have also given 
programs to the public on peren-
nial plant care, composting and 
flower arranging_ Currently we 
have 37 master gardeners just 
finishing training and ready to 
begin their volunteer obligations. 
In August of 1991, Master 
Gardener Dallas Bird was recog-
nized for his contributions to the 
Master Gardener Program. He was 
awarded the County-City Volun-
teer of the Month A ward. 
Lancaster County extension is 
privileged to have such gifted and 
. dedieated volunteers involved in 
the master gardener program. We 
appreciate all that they do to 
enhance this program. (MJM) 
Berries of a 
feather flock _ 
- -Gooseberries and currants are 
excellent bush fruits for Nebraska. 
Their abundant berries are tasty 
when processed. Unlike blueber-
ries, they do well on any soil of 
average 
fertility, 
whether 
slightly 
acidic or 
alkaline. 
In addi-
tion, they 
"-----------" can grow 
in soil that doesn't drain ad-
equately to support strawberries or 
raspberries. Currants and goose-
berries flourish in areas of partial 
shade where soils stay moist. 
Because they can suffer under 
high temperatures, plant in a field 
with a 
northern 
exposure, 
or under 
the shade 
ofa 
deciduous 
tree. 
Currants Gooseberry 
plants can reach five to seven feet 
at maturity_ They generally have 
thorny, arching canes along the 
stems. Thornless currants are more 
erect than gooseberries and have 
clustered fruit. Grow gooseberries 
and currants as free-standing 
bushes in hedgerows. 
The objective in pruning free-
standing bushes is to develop an 
open, vase-shaped bush with 
equally-spaced branches. Gener-
(MJM) 
Cleanup your 
plants with soap 
Now is the time to become 
familiar with two products for pest 
-, control this next growing .sea~o~. '" 
Insecticidal soaps are'made from 
the salts of fatty acids. Soaps kill 
insects by breaking down cell 
membranes and ciisruptfng cell 
metabolism. Mamma\ian toxicity 
is very low. Insecticidal soaps are 
very similar to soaps or detergents 
used in the home, according to a 
South Dakota State University 
publication_ 
Soaps are active against many 
soft-bodied pests that include 
aphids, scales, mealybugs, white-
flies and mites. Insecticidal soaps 
have no residual effect, so cover-
age of the pest is extremely 
important. 
However, soaps may have a 
toxic effect on some plants. 
Always check the label for a 
list of sensitive plants. The 
likelihood of phytotoxicity may be 
reduced by rinsing the plant shortly 
after application. 
Donnant oils have long been 
used to control over-wintering 
stages of certain scales and mites. 
Although donn ant oils are still an 
important management tool, use of 
superior oils for summer applica-
tion is also an option for some 
pest-plant combinations. Superior 
oils are more highly refined than 
donn ant oils, which increases plant 
safety. However, superior oils still 
have restrictions, so 'consult the 
label before applying to particular 
plant species. Never apply oils to 
plants that are under water stress. 
Very hot, humid conditions often 
will increase likelihood of phyto-
toxicity. 
Superior oils are effective 
against a wide range of insects and 
mites, similar to the insecticidal. 
soaps. Oil kills insects by interfer-
ing with the respiration and cell 
membrane function. (DJ) 
ally, use a pruning cut that re- More horticulture news 
moves an entire branch back to the 
base, rather than shortening each on page 6 r::ijj=> 
Please turn to Berries: page 6 ____________ _ 
April 1993 TbeNEBLINE 
Green pasture Spring aeration can cut 
may indicate stored grain problems 
weed control 
needed 
Now is the time to start 
warming grain for summer storage 
conditions. 
This can be accomplished with 
Many pastures seem to be aeration that slowly warms the 
turning green earlier this year. grain to a range of between 50 - 60 
The goal is to have the grain 
temperature between 50 - 60 
degrees F. by May 1. After that, it 
is difficult to use continuous fan 
operation and maintain tempera-
tures below 60 degrees F. 
Page 3 
While this can be a good sign, it degrees F. Grain temperatures in 
usually indicates a weed problem this range are desirable because 
in warm-season pastures. they are low enough to slow or 
Check the grain surface 
temperature and moisture content 
every two weeks during aeration. 
Look for signs of moisture, tacky 
kernels and crusting. Most 
problem areas will be near the top 
center of the grain bin or on the 
Pesty insects spring into action! 
Early weeds need to be con- prevent insect activity, yet warm 
trolled in warm-season grass enough to minimize condensation. 
pastures. They reduce moisture for Condensation can be a problem 
later grass growth and remove when warming grain. The aeration 
valuable nutrients from the soil. fans should be operated continu-
Early weeds also can develop so ously until a warming front has 
much growth that they shade and moved through the cold grain. 
slow early growth of pasture This is particularly important when 
grasses. thawing frozen grain because of 
Herbicides and prescribed possible condensation. Condensa-
burning can control early weeds tion is minimized by warming in 
but grazing maybe a better 10 degree steps. 
method. Heavy, pre-season For example. if grain is 
grazing costs nothing. In fact, it between 30 and 40 degrees F., run 
provides some feed, while herb i- a complete front throl;lgh the grain 
cides or burning only kill and to bring the temperature to 40 - 50 
remove growth. This early grazing degrees F. Then run a second front 
can be especially valuable if it through to raise the grain to 50 -
replaces hay feeding. 60 degrees F. 
bin sidewalls within four to six feet 
of the top. 
This is the most important time 
of year to check grain. If pockets 
of high moisture are found, this is 
probably the latest time to finish 
drying with natural air. But do not 
confuse aeration with drying. 
Aeration is used to equalize and 
adjust the temperature of the grain 
mass. A small amount of moisture 
can be removed with aeration, but 
significant drying will take . 
additional ventilation (see related 
article). (DV) 
With the exception of some 
household insects, most insects are 
relatively inactive during winter 
months. Warm spring tempera-
tures and changes in day length 
often promote insect activity. 
Here are some household 
insects that you might encoWlter: 
Swarms of ants: dark to 
reddish to yellowish bodies; thin-
waisted. Two pairs of unequal-
sized wings. 
Swarms of termites: dark 
bodies, thick-waisted. Two pairs 
of equal-sized wings. (In our 
location, swarming usually occurs 
from April 4-18). 
It is important to correctly 
distinguish between ants and 
Pre-season grazing won't hurt 
the warm-season grass, provided 
grazing is completed before new 
grass shoots are more than one-
inch tall. People familiar with 
prescribed burning of pastures will 
recognize this date for grazing as 
the normal time for burning. 
TilDe to finish drying last year's grain crop 
The only negative aspect about 
preseason grazing is the need to 
get fences and water ready. and 
move livestock earlier. Weeds 
won't be completely killed out in 
one year. But these weeds can 
make valuable pasture if taken 
Spring has arrived and the 
weather is warming up. Attention 
is turning to getting into the field 
and preparing for the 1993 crop. 
percent level. 
To do se, tum on the 
drying fans, which should have a 
capacity of at least one cubic foot 
per minute of air for every bushel 
of grain in the bin. The fans 
should be run continuously until 
drying is complete. 
Generally, three or four 
weeks of continuous fan operation 
will do the job. When finished, 
com and sorghum moisture levels 
should have fallen to 11 or 12 
percent at the bottom of the bin 
and around 14 percent at the bin 
surface. For soybeans, the mois-
ture levels will be about two points 
lower at each location. (DV) 
Fertilizing grasses can pay 
termites! If you are unsure, bring 
some specimens into the extension 
office for diagnosis. We have 
NebGuides and fact sheets on 
control measure for both these 
pests. 
Several types of insects that 
overwintered in cracks and 
crevices in the home last fall will 
become more active as the weather 
becomes warmer. These insects 
include house and face flies, 
boxelder bugs, elm leaf beetles and 
clover leaf mites. (Clover leaf 
mites are very small and red, and 
often congregate around the 
windows of the house. If you 
smash them, they will leave a red 
streak on a piece of paper.) 
Because none of these insects 
breed inside the home, the infesta-
tion should diminish as time 
progresses. The best (and most 
environmentally sound) method of 
control is a flyswatter or vacuum 
cleaner. Some other pests that 
become more active include paper 
wasps, millipedes, centipedes, 
sowbugs, pillbugs and oriental 
cockroaches. Some people refer to 
oriental cockroaches as waterbugs, 
but they are roaches. 
Agricultural pests. Pests of 
field crops that you should be 
early. (WS) 
But what about last year's 
crop? It's still in the bin and needs 
some attention of its own this time 
of year. If grain in the bin is 
higher than 15 percent moisture, 
now is the time to finish drying. 
The objective of spring drying is to 
bring the maximum moisture 
content below the critical 15 Like any other crop, grasses phosphate will help plants make aware of include chinch bugs that 
Legalities surround chemiCal "drift" '~~::'!~If~~;::Z~~? ""''''':~~~!~~;~:!;,~~!f~' :":~~~~~!~;~~f!;::' 
"If a producer makes a mistake -use the low end of the pressure nitrogen 20 inches annually and the extra March and early April and by mid-
with herbicides in the field, the range to decrease the relative and production can be used. For each late April you should begin 
consequences are between him and amount offme, driftable droplets; sometimes inch of water, apply about three to scouting for economic thresholds 
the weeds," says Loren Bode, an -keep boom height as low as phospho- four pounds of nitrogen on cool- of weevils. Wheat and alfalfa may. 
agricultural ~ngineer at the possible so wind has less affect on rous may season pastures and two to three be damaged early in the spring by 
University of Illinois. "But if spray pattern; be profit- pounds on warm-season pastures. army cutworms that cut the plants 
chemicals drift onto a neighbor's -apply with more water (more able ob Use the higher rates if subsoil off just above the ground. You 
roses, he could be held legally volume of spray material increases grasses. moisture is high, the lower rate if may see black cutworms moths 
liable." He urges applicators to the overall droplet size); and Phosphorous is needed only on subsoils are dry. that have migrated from the gulf 
assess the drift potential thfi)ugh~ -don't apply on windy days. soils that test low or very low. On Rates can be increased about 25 states congregating around lights at 
out the application process. (DV) these sites, 30 to 40 pounds of percent on highlands. night. Black cutworm larvae will 
Bode offers a list of ways you Timing also is important. not be a problem for another 
can minimize drift: Nitrogen should be applied just month or so. 
-note the sensitive crops nearby before grass starts to grow rapidly There are NebGuides available 
and provide buffer zones as to minimize losses. That's early for most of these pests at no charge 
needed; April for cool-season grasses and from the Lancaster County 
-use tips that deliver larger, mid- to late May for warm-season Extension Office. (BPO) 
heavier droplets; grasses. (DV) 
Environmental Protection Agency announces worker protection standards 
The Worker Protection Secondly, agricultural employ-
Standard for agricultural pesti- ers covered by this rule will be 
cides has been announced by the expected to follow new practices 
Environmental Protection to protect their employees and in 
Agency_ It will require work- some cases, themselves. These 
place practices that reduce the practices include safety training, 
risks of exposure to pesticides. warnings about pesticide treat-
The standard will apply to ments, provisions on washing 
workers and pesticide handlers in facilities, and maintenance of 
nurseries, forests and green- protective equipment. 
houses, farms and employees Under the labeling modifica-
who handle pesticides. The tions, the rule limits pesticide 
standard will be directly enforce- exposures by establishing re-
able under FIFRA, the federal stricted entry intervals (REI) for all 
pesticide law. pesticide products which are used 
The new rule is significant in in the production of agricultural 
several ways: first, the labeling plants. An REI is a period of time 
of all agricultural pesticides will after application of a pesticide 
be extensively revised to convey during which worker entry to the 
much stronger worker protection treated area is restricted. The REls 
requirem~nts. This includes will be grouped into four areas: 
keeping workers out of recently 1. Previously established REIs 
treated areas and requiring use of will be retained if they meet EPA 
equipment to protect handlers of guidelines. 
pesticides. Pesticides with the 2. 48-hour REI - for any 
revised labeling may not be product that is highly toxic 
released by chemical registrants because of dermal toxicity or skin 
before April 15, 1993. or eye irritation. The REI is 
extended to 72 hours in arid areas 
if the product is an organophos-
phate and is applied outdoors. 
3. 24-hour REI - for any 
product that is moderately toxic 
because of dermal toxicity or skin 
or eye irritation. 
4. 12-hour REI - for all other 
products. 
Some of the specific require-
ments that employers must follow 
include: 
1. Establish a central location 
to post worker protection standard 
information: 
a. Location of the nearest 
emergency medical facility. 
b. Information about each 
pesticide application on the 
establishment. 
c. Keep information posted at 
least 30 days after the REI expires. 
2. Keep workers other than 
trained and protected pesticide 
handlers out of an area being 
treated. 
3. Provide and maintain 
personal protective equipment 
(PPE) to pesticide users/handlers. 
4. Follow details on pesticide 
labels regarding the posting of 
warning signs an oral warning to 
workers. 
5. Provide training to workers 
on the standard. 
6. Provide soap, towels, and 
water to each pesticide handler at 
the end of the handling activity 
when PPE is removed. 
7. Make sure each pesticide 
handler has either read the pesti-
cide labeling or been informed of 
the information on the label. 
The new regulations become 
enforceable when revised labeling 
is released beginning April 15, 
1993. These labels will provide 
PP~ requirements, restricted entry 
intervals, and in some cases, oral 
warnings and treated area posting. 
Other generic requirements will 
be enforceable upon the employer 
beginning April 15, 1994. This 
includes proper maintenance of 
PPE, decontamination facility, 
notification of pesticide applica-
tions, emergency assistance when 
required and training. Business 
owners and immediate family 
members are exempt from the 
generic provisions but must 
comply with personal protective 
equipment and restricted entry 
interval requirements. 
Exemptions from the rule are 
provided to government spon-
sored public pest control, 
livestock uses, homes, gardens, 
lawns, pasture land, range land, 
right~of-ways and structures, 
vertebrate pests, attractants/ 
repellents in traps, post-harvest 
uses and research uses of 
unregistered pesticides. (DV) 
More agricultural 
news on 
Page 6 
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~·n;:ri:~:rt:;:1 Home extension club volunteers play 
a vital role in the community 
Upcoming Programs .. 
Home extension club members 
are a part of the adult education 
program of the University of 
Nebraska Cooperative Extension. 
Clubs are a voluntary education 
program designed to meet needs 
and interests of homemakers. 
Clubs meet on a monthly basis to 
participate in educational and 
social experiences and are in-
ties. Volunteers plan, contact 
community agencies and serve as 
hostesses for the event. 
The 
Nebraska 
Lions 
Foundation 
Mobile 
Screening 
U nit serviced 
All programs, unless otherwise noted, will be held at the Lancaster Extension Conferencs Centsr, volved in many volunteer activi- . 
~ ___ 444_C_her_ry_c_re...,..ek_R_oa_d,_L_i"CO_I"._c_al_1 th_e_8lI_tttn_S_io_"_olf_ic_e at_44_1'_71_8_0 '_or_m_or_s_in_lo_rm_at_io_n.--i ties. The presidents are members 
'--_____ ----' by Lions and 
Saturday Savings Series 
Classes to help you get more for your money 
April 17 - Cut Clutter - Increase Cash Flow: Easy Home Filing 
Systems* 
Time: 10:30 a.m. to noon 
Fee: Per class - S4/person or S6/couple sharing materials 
To register: call 441-7180. Preregistration is requested. 
Once-A-Month Cooking* 
Using the once-a-month cooking plan, you can reduce mealtime stress 
with your own heat-and-serve pre-prepared main dishes. 
Time: Monday, April 19, 7 - 9 p.m. 
Fee: $12 
To register: Advance registration and payment of class fees by April 
13. Call 441-7180 for a registration form. 
Food, Nutrition and Food Safety Update '93 
for Child Care Centers* 
Four hours of educational credit, approved by the Nebraska Depart-
ment of Social Services and Nebraska Department of Education, for 
child care center directors and cooks. 
Time: 2-part class, Wednesdays, April 21 & 28, 1 - 3 p.m. 
Fee: S10 
To register: Advance registration and payment of fees by April 14. 
Call 441-7180 for a registration form. 
Successful Aging Conference* 
Time: Tuesday, April 20, 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
Fee: S12, if submitted by April 9; $15 for later registrations. 
To register: Call 441-7180 for more information and/or a registration 
flyer_ 
Craft Marketing Workshop 
Millions of Americans make beautiful and useful handcrafted 
objects ... but it takes experience. and know-how to gofrom hobbyist to 
profitable business person. This workshop can help you learn what it 
takes to develop a successful crafts business. 
Time: Saturday, April 24, 9:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. 
Fee: $20, includes lunch 
To register: Advance registration and payment of fees by April 16. 
Call 441-7180 for a registration form or for more information. 
Growing Up Female 
Designed for 11 to 13 year old girls and female parent or guardian. 
Time: 8:30 a.m. Saturday, April 24 through 3 p.m., Sunday, April 25. 
Fee: S60 per pair - includes 10 meals, snacks and lodging. 
To register: Register by April 6; call 441-7180 fora registration form.l 
* More information on these workshops in related stories in this I 
NEBLINE. (AH) . 
of the Home Extension Council. 
The council has officers and 
committees who plan yearly 
program meetings, events and 
activities. Volunteers are the key 
to the success of this program. 
County fair comes alive each 
year when the Home Extension 
Council-sponsored Health Aware-
ness Day opens its doors with over 
20 displays and hands-on activi-
Lioness volunteers was visited by 
163 adults for hearing, glaucoma, 
eyesight, blood pressure and blood 
sugar. Many of the people who 
helped with this activity were 
volunteers. 
Volunteers who are dedicated 
and interested in community 
service and educational programs 
are the key to success of the 
extension club program. 
Without the dedication of 
Successful aging conference 
scheduled ~or April 20 
Strategies for successful 
aging will be offered at a 
University of Nebraska Coopera-
tive Extension sponsored confer-
ence scheduled for Tuesday, 
April 20, 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
at Grace Lutheran Church, 22nd 
& Washington, Lincoln. Inter-
ested individuals should make 
plans now to attend in order to 
learn more about the power of 
laughter, living wills, durable 
powers of attorney, eating 
nutritionally, Nebraska's re-
source referral system, senior 
citizen employment, rural health 
care and medicare issues, 
horticulture therapy, reminis-
cence and senior activities. 
Registrations and the required 
$12 fee should be submitted by 
Friday, April 9. After that date, 
the fee will be S15. 
For additional information 
about the conference and/or to 
obtain a registration flyer call 
441-7180. (LB) 
"On'ce-a-Month Cooking" 
Do you arrive home at five 
o'clock each night and wonder 
"What am I going to make for 
dinner?" 
If so, 
"Once-a-
Month 
Cooking" 
maybe 
your 
answer. 
'----------' "Once-a-
Month Cooking" is designed to 
save shopping, cooking and 
cleaning time. By buying in bulk 
and wasting less food, you can 
save money too! 
prepared main dishes. You will 
learn how to use, one day each 
month, to cook and freeze 30-60 
meals (including your favorite 
recipes). 
Help solve your five 0' clock 
dilemma by mastering the art of 
"Once-a-Month Cooking" on 
Monday, April 19, 7 to 9 p.m. Sue 
Ferguson, an expert in the field, 
and Charlotte Kern, Douglas 
County extension agent, home 
economics, will share their skills. 
Advance registration and 
payment of the Sl2 class fee is 
requested by April 13. Call 441-
7180 for more information and a 
registration form. (AH) 
volunteers, this educational 
program would not exist. Home 
extension club members develop 
their self esteem and leadership 
skills while sharing their talents 
with others throughout the county 
and state. (LB) 
As I write, the sun is shining i 
and it is beginning to feel like I 
spring. I hope by the time you 
read this the ground has dried and 
we are busy in our gardens and 
flower beds. It seems like a long 
time ago I picked the last toma-
toes and dug the sweet potatoes. 
"Share the Spirit" is the theme 
for the convention to be held in 
Seward, June 2-4. Convention 
hightlights will be the election of 
four district directors and two 
vice presidents, the heritage arts 
display, and an arboretum cer-
emony which "shares the spirit" 
of environmental concerns. 
Keynote speaker, Sue 
Schlictemeier-Nutzman will tell 
us how to "Celebrate Change -
Share the Spirit" and w~ will hear 
about the 1994 educational is-
sues focus on literacy. 
Special workshops for offic-
ers will be held, as well as many 
interesting leamshops ranging 
from "personal safety for women 
to "smorgasbord cooking". 
Everyone's invited to attend 
the NCHEC Convention, but 
members who have paid state and 
national dues have a less expen-
sive registration fee. Mark June 
2-4 on your calendar and plan to 
attend the state convention in 
Seward. 
A State Resource Program has 
recently been initiated, but to be 
successful, you, the members, are 
needed to look around your com-
munity and send us a list of per-
sons who can provide training 
and demonstrations in heritage 
arts, lectures, or workshops that 
wi 11 be of interest to our me mbe r-
shi p. All are asked to fill out a 
speakers file sheet that can be 
obtained from the extension of-
fice or from me. The deadline is 
May 1. 
-CtlI'ol Doeschot, home 
extension councU chair 
Turn your "piles" 
into "files" 
"Once-a-Month Cooking" will 
help you reduce mealtime stress by 
using your own heat-and-serve pre-
What's in a recipe? 
An EFNEP advisor talks 
Food, nutrition and food safety 
workshop for child care centers 
Get a fresh start on filing 
records by attending "Cut Clutter - How many of you have a 
Increase Cash Flow: Easy Home drawer box or other container, . 
Filing Systems", on Saturday, overflowing with recipes clipped 
April 17, 10:30 to noon; from a newspaper or magazine. 
Learn how to set up a filing They looked interesting at one 
system that lets you "file it easy, time and might have seemed like 
find it fast". Topics include: the "perfect casserole" to take to a 
-keeping records that can save school potluck supper? How many 
or make you money have you tried? Were they as good 
-records you must keep as you thought they might be? 
-when it's ''time-to-toss'' The art of cooking requires 
-simplifying with an "active" knowledge and skill plus a weIl-
and "inactive" file written, tested recipe. Expanded 
-where to put things when Food and Nutrition Education 
there's no time to file Program (EFNEP) advisors, as 
-finding copies of misplaced part of a lesson on food prepara-
records tion, help homemakers develop 
Marilyn Scheinost, a certified recipe savvy. 
financial planner with a master's Just what are recipes? They are 
degree in Consumer Science, will formulas used for preparing and 
be the presenter of the workshop. cooking foods so that proper 
The class fee is $4 per person or $6 chemical reactions or physical 
for a couple sharing materials. changes occur. Sound compli-
The fee is payable at the door. To cated? Not really, but unless 
register or for more information, ingredients are listed as optional, 
caU441-7180. (AH) they are important to the recipe. 
Leaving out the baking sOda and 
using baking powder may give you 
unexpected and unwanted results. 
A well-written recipe should 
include: 
-ingredients needed and how 
much of each 
-method or procedure for 
combining the ingredients 
·cooking time 
-cooking temperatures 
-pan size or type of cooking pot 
needed 
-number of portions and 
portion size 
All ingredients should be listed 
so that there are no surprise 
ingredients needed as you work 
through the preparation steps. 
You've now found the perfect 
recipe. It's important to use the 
recipe properly and measuring the 
ingredients is an important step. 
Accurate measuring produces 
products that have the desired 
flavor, appearance and texture. 
Child care center staff can 
learn more about food nutrition, 
. and food safety issues for 
· children by attending "Food, 
Nutrition and Food Safety 
Update '93 for Child Care 
Centers". This two-session 
workshop will be held April 21 
and 28, 1 to 3 p.m. The work-
• shop is sponsored by the Univer-
· sity of Nebraska Cooperative 
Extension in Lancaster County; 
Child Nutrition Program, 
Nebraska Department of Educa-
"Guesswork" in measuring can 
cause coarse, heavy-baked goods, 
'flat' -tasting foods, over-spiced 
foods and other problems. For 
some ingredients, such as salt. 
pepper, baking powder, herbs and 
spices, a little goes a long way. A 
small mistake can be costly if it 
ruins other ingredients. Apple 
crisp flavored with pepper instead 
of cinnamon may not be very 
appealing. 
rion; and the Lincoln-Lancaster 
County Health Department. 
Participants will learn more 
about healthy start eatingfor 
kids, prevention of food poison-
ing and menu planning to meet 
licensing and child nutrition 
program requirements. 
Preregistration is required by 
April 15; call 441-7180 for a 
registration form or for more 
information. The workshop fee 
is S10. (AH) 
Whenever possible, correct 
measuring equipment should be 
used. A soup spoon is just not as 
accurate as a standard measuring 
Please to to EFNEP: page 7 
More Food • Families • 
Finance news 
on Page 7 
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1993 county 
fair changes 
A few changes have been made 
in different project areas for the 
county fair. The following list will 
give some detail to these changes, 
if you have any questions, please 
call the extension offi ce at 441-
7180. 
TheNEBLINE PageS 
Wahoo 4-H Horse Clinic 
POSTERS 
Categories are: My Favorite 4-H 
Project, Nebraska's Natural 
Resources, Celebrate the Arts 
and Exercise. 
This annual, four-county spring 4-H horse clinic will be held on 
Saturday, April 10, at the Saunders County Fairground in Wahoo. This 
evenfwill be held at the indoor arena and all participants are encour-
aged to bring project horses. Registration is at 8:30 a.m. and the clinic 
begins promptly at 9:00 a.m. A food stand will be open (in the arena) 
throughout the day, including lunch. 
The morning portion of the workshop will be non-riding sessions for 
the participants. The following subjects will be covered during the 
morning sessions: 1) starting a young horse in halter and preparing for 
the 2 year old lounge line state level class; 2) the new 4-H horse drill 
~~ 4-H BULLETIN BOARD ~~ 
~ Growing Up Female - Registrations are due April 6. This" 
retreat is Saturday, April 24 to Sunday, April 25. Registra-
tion runs from 8:30-9:00 a.m. on Saturday and the retreat 
concludes at 3:00 p.m. Sunday. (AMM) . team event; 3) how to prepare for horsemanship level tests; 4) the 
PHOTOGRAPHY UNIT n 
New classes and/or changes: 
Picture display - entry consisting 
of five pictures. One picture from 
five different categories: animal, 
building, people, landscape, 
special effects, still life and sports. 
Light display - entry consisting of 
five pictures. One picture from 
five different categories: front 
lighting, side lighting, back 
lighting, top lighting, flash, diffuse 
lighting, outdoor fill-in-lighting 
and reflector lighting. 
meaning of ribbons in 4-H; 5) training for speed events; and 6) competi-
tive trailriding as a 4-H activity. 
The afternoon portion of the workshop will be all riding sessions. 
Concurrent sessions will be held each hour starting at I p.m. in horse-
manship, barrels and poles, roping and indoor trail. The sessions will 
be repeated three times so participants may enter more than one area. 
The horsemanship riding session will be broken into three groups for 
those at level one, level two and level three. Either western or English 
attire and tack may be used for the horsemanship sessions. 
Come join the fun at the Kiwanis Karnival! Saturday, April 
17. Clubs beginning with A-L come 6:00-7:30p.m. and clubs 
M-Z from 7:30-9:00 p.m. Fingerprinting will be available for 
all youth attending. (AMM) 
Pre-District Warm-Up Show 
Swine weigh-in is scheduled for Saturday, April 17, 9 a.m. 
to noon. We recommend that pigs weigh 30-45 pounds. Pi2s 
over 55 pounds will not be wei2hed. If you have any 
questions, please contact Ron Snover at 782-2976 or Dave 
Varner at 441-7180. (DV) 
PHOTOGRAPHY UNIT n AND 
ABOVE 
This will be a two-day event this year. Pre-districts will be held in 
the East 4-H Arena at Nebraska State Fair Park, Saturday, June 19 and 
Sunday, June 20. Participants will pay a registration fee for each event 
entered. 
Events to be held on June 19 will include horsemanship and pleasure 
for both English and western riders conducted just like the districts 
qualification show. Janet Ball is superintendent and two judges will be 
utilized 
Cornucopia Gardening Award Program - competing gar-
dens need to be preregistered by l\'Iay 1. Contact Mary Jane 
McReynolds at 441-7180 if you have questions. (see related 
article) (MJM) 
Theme displays - chose between 
one of these themes: "Sales - One 
Man's Junk" or "Domestic 
Animals - Caught in the Act". 
On Sunday, June 20, there will be practice trials for both junior and 
senior reining patterns between 9 a.m. and noon. In the afternoon, 
instruction and trial runs will be made for both junior and senior riders 
in pole bending and barrel racing. Franklyn Manning is superintendent 
and instructors will assist in each activity. 
Teen 4-H members: Don't forgetto sendin your application 
by May 15 for ExpoVisions!! See article for more informa-
tion. (AMM) 
SEWING FOR FUN 
New classes: fanny pack and 
belt bag. 
Leaders: Don't forget the "How To Exhibit" workshop is 
Thursday, l\'Iay 20. There are two sessions: 9 a.m. or 7 p.m. 
This workshop will explain the details you'll need to know 
for exhibiting projects at the county fair. (AMM) 
Districts Qualification Horse Sbow 
CLOTHING LEVEL I 
One class - simple top or simple 
bottom. 
The district show for Southeastern Nebraska will be held this year 
on Monday, June 21, at the East 4-H arena, Nebraska State Fair Park. 
Note the pre-district show will be held the previous two days at the 
same location. Stalls will be available on the fairgrounds at a fee 
The 19931\'lusic Contest is Thursday, July 29. Join the fun 
by learning some songs or creating a dance and performing 
on the Kimba 11 Recital Hall stage! More information coming 
soon. (ALH) 
PLease turn to Fair: page 6 established by the state. PLease turn to Horse: page 6 
.,.,;':', r ". ~' ":' 
TAKE A FRIEND - MAKE A FRIEND 
Go To 4-H Camp 
4-H Membership Is NOT required to attend these camps. 
4-H camps at the Eastern Nebraska 4-H Center,· near Gretna, are summer adventures that allow your child to 
have an experience of a lifetime. 4-H camp allows your child to become more Independent, build self-confidence 
and self-worth, discover new recreational skills and develop a aense of love and respect for others as well as the 
out-of-doors. 
If you'd like to see your son or daughter enjoying the fun and excitement of aummer camp, help put them In a 
position to do 80. Enroll them with a friend In a 4-H camp. All camps are overnight sessions. Check In and 
release times are Indicated. 
NIOBRARA I & 1/ 
June 6-9, 1993 or June 20-23, 1993 
1 :00 pm • 7:00 pm 
Umited to the first 16 teens to apply. 
this once-in-a-lifetime camp includes an 
overnight at Sherman Reservoirs, 
exploring the Dismal River in the Halsey 
National Forest. and canoeing down the 
fast water of the Niobrara. 
@ WET-N-WILD I & " 
June 7-9, 1993 or July 13-15, 1993 
10:00 am • 2:00 pm 
This wet and wild camp will feature 
water as the theme. Experience three 
days of crazy water fun beginning with 
watersliding and swimming at Eugene T. 
Mahoney State Park's fast and twisted 
waterslide. 
Experience more water fun by taking 
part in canoeing. Platte Alver sandbar 
parties and campfires, water nature 
studies. water games •. bubble magic and 
creek walks. 
OUTDOOR SKILlS I & II 
June 10-13. 1.993 or June 26-29, 1993 
10:00 am - 2:00 pm 
Explore and experience the Platte River 
as you never have before. This exciting 
camp will feature an overnight canoe trip. 
Programs may Include outdoor cooking. 
orienteering. water and nature activities. 
shooting sports and project adventure. 
© BOLDLY BOUND 
June 14-18, 1993 
10:00 am - 2:00 pm 
This five-day camp is simply jam-
packed with excitement and challenges. 
Devoted to campers 11-14 years of age 
who would like to conquer the camp's 35· 
foot rappeling and climbing tower. 
SMALL ANIMALS 
June 19-21. 1993 
10:00 am - 2:00 pm 
Learn how to select, train and show 
small animals. This camp will feature 
purple ribbon winners and judges showing 
you what they look for when they pick out 
the best. 
Whether your love Is cats, dogs rabbits 
or sheep, leave your pet at home and 
come \0 see what makes winners at the 
fair. Discover the magic of sunshine and 
,new friends as you experience crafts. 
canoeing. campfires and other camp 
activities. 
SUMMER SAFARI I & II 
o June 22-25~, 1993 or 
. 'July.21-24, 1993 
10:00 am - 5:00 pm 
This· exciting camp will feature an 
overnight stay at Omaha's Henry Ooorly 
Zoo. NIght hikes. momlng feeding and 
special evening programs will add to the 
zoo adventure. 
Add to your experiences by canoeing 
and exploring the habitat and behavior of 
Nebraska's wildlife. 
SPORTS CAMP I & II 
~ June 3o-July 2, 1993 or 
July 5-7, 1993 
10:00 am - 5:00 pm 
Sports Camp I is designed for 8-11 
year olds, " is for 11·14 years. Volleyball, 
basketball. soccer and canoe basketball 
are 'highlighted in this special camp. 
Team and Individual activities are planned 
SQ each participant will have an 
opportunity to choose his/her specialty 
and add to the team's score. 
Add to this relays and food related 
sports and you will be In for a lot of fun as 
we "Go for the Gold.· 
FIRSTnMERS 
July 8-8, 1893 
10:00 am - 7:00 pm 
this day and a half long camp Is Jam· 
packed full of activities designed to 
introduce 8-10 year-olds to camp. 
Discover the watersllde, the wonder of 
nature and the beginning of life-long 
friendships at First Timers Camp 1993. 
PASSPORT TO THE WORLD 
July 10-12, 1993 
10:00 .m -2:00 pm 
this camp Is your passport to 
discovering what it Is like to live in other 
parts of the world. Visit the Far East, 
Africa and South America through games. 
crafts. food ancf other tredltiona. 
An Interna1lonal flair wll/be the theme 
u· you exPerience other camp activities 
tuch as nature hikes, canoeing, campfires 
and skits. 
Use your "pasaport to the world- to 
discover new friends and other nations at 
the Eastem Nebraska 4-H Center. 
BACKSTAGE '93 
July 17-20. 1993 
10:00 am· 5:00 pm 
Join 80me of Omaha's professional 
actors In recording a play, complete with 
costumes and make up. Then take the 
role of the director and look for what 
could be done better. A camp for creative 
Individuals, crafts, bubble magic and 
water fun will also be included. 
CANCELLAnON FEE 
All cancellations are subject to a $10.00 
processing fee. 
o TRANSPORTATION 
Bus transportation is available for $5 
round.trlp. if there's sufficient Interest 
Please call 441-7180for more Information. 
1993 4-H CAMP REGISTRAnON FORM 
Please Print 
Cemper's Name _____________ _ 
Sex __ Age. Jan. 1. 1993 __ 
Address ________________ _ 
City & State County _____ _ 
Zip ___ Parent's Name _________ _ 
Phone No. Work No. _____ _ 
Allergies ________________ _ 
Special Medications ____________ _ 
Last Tetanus Shot ______ -. _____ _ 
My child has permission to take part in all camp activities 
and I will not hold the Eastern Nebraska 4-H Center or Its 
staff responsible for accidents, claims, and damages arising 
therefrom. As parents or guardians, we authorize medical 
care and/or hospital and doctor care. The Eastern Nebraska 
4-H Center has my permission to use any photographs of my 
child In Its promotional material. 
Parent or Guardian Signature _________ _ 
Date ____ If parent/guardian cannot be reached in 
case, of an emergency, call: 
Telephone _________ _ 
I want to room with-e-Ust one roommate -=o""'n""ly""'an=-:ld-=re=:g~ls::ztr:::a:r.-tio==n::':s:-;m=u;;;s;Tt ;::c~om~e "In'-
together.) 
Check camp (a) you are registering for: 
June 6-9 Niobrara I (Teens) $150.00 
, June 7-90 Wet·N-Wild I $62.00 
June 10-13 Outdoor Skiils r $73.00 
June14~180 Boldly Bound _$87.00 
June 19-21 Small Animals $57.00 
June 20-23 Niobrara n (Teens) -$150.00 
June 22-250 Summer Safari I _$84.00 
. June 26-29 Outdoor Skills II _$73.00 
June 3().July 20 Sports Camp I (8-10) $57.00 
July 5-7 Sports Camp It (11-14) _$57.00 
July 8-9 First Timers _$40.00 
July 10.12 Passport to the World _$57.00 
July 13-150 Wet-N-Wild II _$62.00 
July 17.20 Backstage '93 _$72.00 
July 21-24 Summer Safari II _$84.00 
Total Enclosed $, _____ _ 
QCheck here for transportation __ 
Since many camps will be filled before the scheduled ~ate. 
we cannof guarantee space for walk~ins .or I~st minute 
registrations. Fee is required at time of registration. Make 
checks payable to Eastern Nebraska 4-H Center. 
Return to: University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension' 
in Lancaster County 
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Horse From Page 5 Fair From Page 5 
Horse Bowl, Hippology, Judging 
Team Try-Outs 
Instruction sessions will begin 
in a few weeks for all three of , 
these horse activities. 4-H mem-
bers interested should call or write 
Ward Shires at the extension 
office, he will relay information to 
coaches and instructors. 
Speech and Demonstration 
Contest 
Note: the speech and demon-
stration contest for 4-H horse 
members formerly held at the 
Wahoo Clinic is tentatively 
scheduled for early June this year 
(date to be announced). All 
interested 4-H members should be 
getting their speeches and demon-
strations ready for our county 
contest. (WLS) 
Volunteer 
are needed more than ever. 
Volunteering is also more vital 
because of the numbers of people 
working outside the horne. 
Catherine made the point that over 
the generations, volunteering has 
changed. 
"A generation ago 'mom' 
volunteered for everything. Of 
course, she worked in the home 
and had more time", comments 
Catherine. She also feels volun-
teering benefits children. Volun-
teers are many times role models 
for children. "If a child doesn't 
see their parents as volunteers, 
they win not volunteer as adults" , 
she adds. 
Catherine offered great advice 
to experienced and aspiring 
volunteers about when and how to 
say "no". She would be the first to 
admit that a "good volunteer is 
always busy". However, Catherine 
reminds volunteers that the busier 
a volunteer is, the more selective 
they must be. She advises to 
realistically evaluate time and 
talent limitations. She urges one 
to say "yes" to all volunteer 
'Big Red,' loves 
blueberries 
To grow blueberries in Ne-
braska, try the Northern Half High 
series developed at the University 
of Minnesota. A number of 
cultivars 
have been 
released 
from this 
breeding 
program, 
but 
Northblue, 
Northsky 
and Northcountry are generally 
available. These plants grow from 
one to three feet high. They make 
an excellent edging plant, are 
beautiful in the fall and produce 
fruit with a wild blueberry flavor. 
Remember to acidify the soil 
before planting these cultivars. A 
pH of 4.5 is recommended. To 
obtain this pH add large amounts 
of acid peat, plus finely-particled 
rulfur. (DJ) 
T.t\ILORING 
New class - more information in 
fairbook. Blazer; or suit jacket or 
coat. 
RECYCLED GARMENT 
New class - more information in 
fairbook. An article of clothing 
made from a garment(s) from a 
secondhand, thrift or vintage' 
clothing store, a hand-me-down or 
purchased at a garage sale. 
STYLE REVIEW 
New class - tailoring. 
More information can be found 
in the county fairbook, which will 
be available approximately June 1, 
or call the extension office at 441-
7180. These changes have been 
made in accordance with the 1993 
state fair book. (AJ.VlM) 
From Page 1 
opportunities if at all possible, 
"unless you may let someone 
down". 
'·1 always say I'd rather 
disappoint you now and say' no' 
than commit to you and let you 
down later. If I can't volunteer, I 
always offer to he lp find someone 
who can", adds Catherine. 
Catherine encourages anyone 
who has any time or talents to 
offer to volunteer. She reminds us 
that if there is something you 
would like to learn about, volun-
teer with a related activity and 
offer support. In tum, you will be 
volunteering and learning at the 
same time. 
With a bright, sincere smile, 
Catherine Roberts tells every 
volunteer to "enjoy it". She finds 
that she has had many experiences 
through volunteering that she 
could not have had otherwise. She 
feels that without being a volun-
teer, you miss out on sharing with 
others. 
When was the last time you 
volunteered? 
-Michelle K. Hamouz 
ExpoVisions 1993 
July 7-9 are the dates set for 
ExpoVisions '93. The camp is 
an experientialleaming opportu-
nity for 4-H youth ages 13 -18 
from all across the state. The 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Campus is the site where the 
participants will explore new 
interests, expand their abilities, 
enjoy making new friendships 
and have a lot of fun! ! 
The objectives of the three 
day camp are to: 
1) expose youth to the 
educational program of UNL; 2) 
provide a wide range of learning 
opportunities presented by teens, 
UNL faculty and community 
leaders; and 3) help for youth on 
learning about themselves and 
their future. 
Learnshops from across 
campus including law, engineer-
ing, design, vet science, plus 
many more are available to give 
the participants an idea of what 
areas there are to choose from. 
Tours ofthe Children's 
Museum, the Mead Research and 
Extension Center and Duncan 
Aviation will be given. Plus, a 
trip down the Missouri River on 
the Belle of Bellevue, country 
dance lessons and much more!! 
The registration fee is S 110 
per youth and due May 15. This 
fee includes all lodging, meals 
and activity expenses. If you 
have any questions, please 
contact the exte-nsion ·,officeJ . 
(AMM) 
NEBLlNE RBBS 
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Horticulture news continued 
- _______ Adams is just 
Berries From Page 2 
branch. Failure to prune usually 
results in a bushy, unthrifty shrub. 
The two, three and four-year old 
branches are the most productive. 
At maturity, a healthy bush should 
have no more than six to eight 
canes or branches.. (DJ) 
1993 Spring Affair 
The 1993 Spring Affair, will 
bring over 200 varieties of ground 
covers and perennials to the State 
Fair Park Arboretum on April 24, 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m. For the past six 
years, this event has introduced 
new and unique plants to gardeners 
and provided experts to share their 
knowledge with the public. 
Spring Mfair is sponsored by 
the Nebraska Statewide Arbore-
tum, State Fair Park Arboretum 
and the UNL Botanical Garden and 
Arboretum. 
Make plans to attend this 
annual event - it should not be 
missed. (MJM) 
another name for 
elderberry 
The common or American 
elderberry, Sambucus, forms a 
moderately tall shrub that bears 
large, flat flower clusters. These 
produce an abundant quantity of 
purplish-black berries approxi-
mately one-quarter inch in diam-
eter. Plants grow in soil types that 
range from very moist to fairly 
dry. It takes two to three years for 
a planting to reach full production, 
which is approximately one to 
fifteen pounds of fruit per bush. 
Promote good bush growth by 
annually pruning any canes older 
than three years, and -leave a total 
of seven to nine canes on each 
bush. 
Two different cultivars should 
be planted near each other to 
provide cross pollination, ensuring 
a good f mit set 
Adams, Johns, Nova or York 
cultivars are generally available 
from nursery or garden outlets. 
(DJ) 
Dairy judging contest 
The 1993 PAK-I0 Dairy 
Judging Contest will be held at 10 
a.m., Saturday, April 10 at the 
Milton Hilgenkamp Dairy in 
Arlington, NE. 
This contest offers an excellent 
opportunity for Lancaster County 
4-H members, leaders and parents 
to improve their judging skills. 
Take advantage of this oPPOrtu-
nity! 
The best way to get to the 
Hilgenkamp farm from Arlington 
is to travel three miles east on 
Highway 30. Tum north on the 
paved road (known as the Marshall 
Nursery Road) traveling three 
miles. Tum west for one mile and 
then back to the north for 3/4 mile. 
The farm is located on the east side 
of the road. If coming into 
Washington County on Highway 
31, tum west at the intersection of 
Highway 31 and 30. Go four miles 
west, tum north on the paved 
Marshall Nursery Road and travel 
three miles. Turn west for one 
mile and then back to the north for 
3/4 mile. 
Please call the extension office 
if you need a ride or if you would 
be able to take a carload to this 
contest. (DS) 
Broiler Project 
4-H members enrolled in the 
broiler project need to be preparing 
for their broilers which must be 
ordered from the office by May 
IS. (DS) 
April 1993 
How to exhibit 
Leaders, parents and older 
4-H members are encouraged to 
attend the "How to Exhibit" 
workshop on Thursday, May 20 
at 9 a.m. or 7 p.m. The agenda 
will include updates on county 
fair exhibits, how to put items 
together for display, filling out 
entry tags and forms, and what 
the judge looks for in an exhibit. 
All areas except livestock will be 
covered. If you have any 
questions, please call Ann Marie. 
(AMM) 
Attention rabbit 
project members 
There is a new rabbit manual 
available. A leaders manual and 
three levels are available. Stop 
in at the office if you would like 
to review these new manuals. 
(DS) 
Judging contest and 
beef show 
The Saline County Beef 
Classic Show and Livestock 
Judging Contest will be held 
Saturday, April 24 at the Saline 
County Fairgrounds. Weigh-in 
and registration are 8:30-9:30 
a.m. The judging contest, which 
includes swine, beef and sheep, 
is open to adults, FFA and 4-H 
members and begins at 9:30 a.m. 
(DS) 
Agricultural news continued 
April is musk thistle control time 
Musk Thistle is easiest to 
control when it is in the seedling 
and rosette stages and is actively 
growing. This occurs in April. 
During the month you will find 
rosettes that have over-wintered 
and new seedlings emerging. The 
plant is much more difficult to 
control after it starts to bolt in 
May. 
SCOUT YOUR LAND 
All areas where musk thistle 
has been growing the past few 
ye.ars should be scouted since it 
drops most of its seed at these sites 
and the seeds can remain viable for 
8 to 10 years. All lands are subject 
to infestations, including farms, 
city and rural subdivisions. All of 
us need to check our own property 
and control infestations now to 
prevent seed production. 
PROVIDE COMPETITION 
The severest musk thistle 
infestations occur in areas where a 
good stand of desirable vegetation 
is not present or has been sup-
pressed by overgrazing by live-
stock, mechanical damage, etc. If 
there is not a good stand of grass 
or alfalfa, it should be tom up and 
re-established. If the desirable 
vegetation is present but sup-
pressed, management techniques 
need to be used to bring back the 
vigor of the vegetation. This may 
include applying nitrogen, protect 
from grazing or vehicle traffic, or 
grazing management. 
TREAT],;IENT 
A good spray combination is 1 
quart of 4 pound 2,4-D LV ester 
and 0.5 pint of Banvel per acre. 
The ester fonnulation is effective 
in killing the rosettes and any 
seedlings that have emerged when 
applied at temperatures above 50 
degrees. Banvel will provide 
control of later emerging seedlings. 
If a residual herbicide such as 
Banve 1 or Tordon 22K is not used 
later spring and summer follow-up 
control will probably be required. 
Read and follow label directions. 
Plants can also be controlled by 
severing roots 2 inches below the 
surface or spot spraying with 
Roundup for infestations that are 
small or that are in alfalfa. 
SPRING INSPECTION 
PROGRAl\'I 
In order to encourage timely 
landowner control and to monitor 
all the known musk thistle infesta-
tion sites in the county the 
Lancaster County Noxious Weed 
Control Authority will be inspect-
ing all 2,700 of these sites by early 
April. All landowners and opera-
tors with infestations will be 
notified by letter andlornotice of 
the location of these infestations 
and recommended methods of 
control. 
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Food, Families and Finance News continued 
EFNEP From Page 4 
spoon. However, when standard 
measuring equipment is not 
available, EFNEP nutrition 
advisors have materials that can 
give you ideas for substitutes. 
One other aspect of recipes that 
give some people trouble is 
terminology. Do you know what is 
meant when the recipe says to 
"whip" eggs? Once again, 
EFN EP advisors have the answer. 
Knowing how to identify a 
good recipe, following directions 
closely and measuring accurately 
will make it possible to prepare 
prize-winning foods every time 
you cook. (LJ) 
Sugar shorts 
-To make the equivalent of 1/2 
cup brown sugar, blend together 11 
2 cup of regular white sugar with 2 
tablespoons unsulfured molasses. 
-To color granulated sugar, put 
one to three drops of food coloring 
in a small jar. Swirl the coloring 
around to coat the sides of the jar. 
Pour in 1/4 to 113 cup of sugar and 
shake vigorously until evenly 
colored. 
-Brown sugar should be stored 
in an airtight container. If it does 
dry out and harden, follow the 
directions below for softening it: 
-Empty the brown sugar into a 
rust-proof container. Place a piece 
of plastic wrap or foil on top of the 
sugar. Fold several paper towels 
into a square and dampen them 
(not dripping wet). Place the 
-tpw~J~ .o.q.the p,lastjc or ,foil" 3lld 
seal the container tightly. The 
sugar will absorb moisture and 
become soft in half a day. Remove 
the paper towels and store the 
sugar in the tightly sealed con-
tainer. 
-To soften brown sugar 
quickly. heat it in a 250 degree F. 
oven. Watch it carefully and as 
soon as it is soft, measure the 
amount you need. When the sugar 
cools, it will become hard again 
and should be softened using the 
method above. (AH) 
Does your glassware ing twice as much deter-
have problems such as gent as normally recom-
film, iridescent look or mended. If filming is 
hard water deposits? If heavy, repeat procedure. 
so, try the following so- -Etching or irides-
lutions and preventions: cence of glassware is 
-Vinegar removes often confused with hard 
hard water deposits from glass- water film. Certain types of glass-
ware. Soak glass 15 minutes in ware will etch in the dishwasher. 
undiluted white vinegar. Rinse The etching is usually a result of a 
and dry. combination of automatic 
-Use commercial products dishwashing detergent, soft water, 
available for glassware to remove high water temperature , insufficient 
hard water deposits. rinsing, overloading and the heat 
-Hard water and not enough of drying. There is no way to 
dishwasher detergent may leave. remove the film appearance caused 
hard water minerals on the surface by etching. Possible prevention 
of glassware and interiors. Increase includes use of water no higher 
the amount of detergent according than 140 degrees F., a minimum 
to the degree of water hardness amount of detergent, follow use 
.recommended in use and care and care guide ofloading, use cor-
manuals. rect water fill, use a rinse agent, use 
-To remove hard water film, a cycle without heat and avoid 
wash glassware in dishwasher us- manually prerinsing glasses. (LB) 
Traits of a healthy family 
An apparent trend is occurring 
to trash modern family life with 
divorce, abuse, violence and other 
dysfunctions so prominent in the 
headlines. 
Family 
dysfunction 
is so often 
reported 
that you 
might even 
be tempted 
to ask if 
any families are left out there that 
really work. The answer is yes, 
. plenty of them. , 
Despite time pressures, child 
care crises and workplace de-
mands, millions of American 
families are thriving and managing 
to raise well-adjusted, resilient 
children. Here are some character-
istics of these families: 
-The healthy family communi-
cates. Good communication forms 
the bedrock of all meaningful 
relationships. That is why many 
therapists and family life educators 
recommend that families limit the 
hours they spend sitting silently in 
front of the TV. That is why they 
suggest a weekly family council 
meeting -- to get the family talking 
about the nuts and bolts of people 
living together in the same house-
ho Id. Open and respectful sharing 
promotes intimacy, which ultimately 
make fora happier family. 
-The healthy family supports and 
promotes individuality. Inhealthy 
fam i lies, members fee I close and 
connected. Yet, this closeness is 
balanced by some separateness so 
famil y members can develop as 
individuals. Indysfunctionalfamilies, 
membets.are.(j}lferly..involved with 
each other. Enmeshed parents are 
constantl y trying to settle the kids' 
arguments, pick their friends, 
improve their social life or oversee 
their homework. They often pry 
into their child's life, never 
allowing much privacy. 
-The healthy family shares 
regular routines and rituals. 
Meaningful rituals bind members 
to each other and give stability and 
predictability to family life. These 
may include having turkey on 
Thanksgiving, watching fireworks 
r----------------------~ 
1feaCtliy f£ating g 
Orange-apricot cookies 
(makes about 4 dozen cookies, 40 calories per 
cookie) 
These orange-apricot cookies are lower in fat 
and higher in dietary fiber, vitamins and minerals 
than many traditional homemade cookies, such as 
chocolate chip or sugar. 
1 cup all-purpose flour 
3/4 cup whole-wheat flour 
1/4 cup sugar 
2 teaspoons baking powder 
1/2 teaspoon ground cinnamon 
1/4 teaspoon salt 
3/4 cup dried apricots, chopped 
1/2 cup orange juice, fresh 
1/4 cup oil 
1 teaspoon orange rind, grated 
1 egg, beaten 
Preheat oven to 375 degrees F. Mix dry ingre-
dients thoroughly. Add remaining ingredients. 
Mix well. Drop dough by teaspoonfuls onto 
ungreased baking sheet, 1 inch apart. 
Bake 11 minutes or until lightly browned. Remove 
from baking sheet while still warm. Coolon rack. 
Source of reci.pe: "Making Bag Lunches, Snacks 
and Desserts Using the Dietary Guidelines," HE-
232-9, U.S. Department of Agriculture Human 
Nutrition Information Service. (AH) 
~----------------------~ on the fourth of July. playing to work together. They are willing 
softball on Saturday and celebrat- to do household chores because 
ing a family member's achieve- they need to be done. They do not 
ment by going to a favorite assign tasks as "woman's work" or 
restaurant. Dual-career couples "man's work". All family mem-
may use a simple ritual to bers, including children, pitch in to 
reconnectatthe .end ofa.busy day .. get the job done. A sens.e.of ._. _,~., 
Many working spouses get over- fairness prevails and ifone person 
scheduled between the demands of ends up with a heavier burden, all 
work and home and start to feel family members seek to rectify the 
disconnected from each other. situation. Husband and wife have 
-The healthy family expresses roughly equal power making 
affection. Family members find decisions and neither partne: feels 
verbal and nonverbal ways to let exploited. 
other members know they love and Healthy families art! very 
appreciate each other. I1's not just different in many ways, but all try 
children who benefit from physical to balance intimacy with individu-
affectionand assurance. Declining ality, autonomy with indepen-
physical affection is often a sign of dence. They spend time together 
a deteriorating marriage. in work and play, and enjoy each 
-The healthy family is willing other. (LB) 
Finding the right location 
for a hODle office iDlportant 
Selecting and using credit cards 
It is estimated that more than 
10 million people run full-time 
businesses out oftheir homes while 
another 10 mi llion operate part-time 
home-based businesses. 
An efficient and successful 
home business center or office 
does not just happen. It is the 
result of careful planning and 
preparation. The first step is to 
guest room, family room or 
kitchen. Large closets, lofts and 
attics can often be converted into 
adequate office space. 
Once you have found suitable 
space, compare its features with 
the requirements. If the space is 
workable, you are ready to begin 
the design of the office center. 
(AH) 
Where would we be without 
credit cards? According to The 
Wall Street Journal, the average 
number of credit cards per house-
hold grew from two cards in 1982 
to 3.3 cards in 1988. In that same 
time, average credit card debt grew 
from $700 to $1,200. No doubt, 
credit is a real part of our society. 
All of us would do well, however, 
to follow some suggestions when 
selecting a credit card company or 
when using our cards. Consider 
determine space needs. 
Finding unused space often can Hem lengths-what's right for you? 
present a challenge. Before 
determining the specific location 
make a list of what you consider to 
be essential features of your home 
business center. For example, do 
you need a separate entrance? Do 
you need windows for natural 
lighting or will artificial light be 
sufficient? What about electrical 
power needs for a computer, 
typewriter or copier? Is a quiet 
There are no "right" hem 
lengths anymore. It is up to the 
individual to wear what looks best. 
What's important is selecting the 
right length for each style and for 
your body. 
How do you find your best 
length? First, look at your current 
wardrobe. Try on your clothes. 
Check each outfit to see if it could 
location particularly important? be improved by raising or lowering 
What about storage? the hem. Often an inch can make 
The next step is to search for can make all the difference. 
the right location. Perhaps you are 
fortunate enough to have a spare 
bedroom or den that can be 
converted into a home business 
center. If not, consider taking over 
part of an existing room such as a 
Most women over 25 look best 
in a skirt length just below the 
knee. If you are short, you may 
find an inch below the knee is best~ 
if you are tall, two inches or more 
may be necessary. The hem 
should hit just where the curve of 
your calf starts. 
A straight skirt may need a 
slightly longer hem; a dirndl may 
need to be even longer to keep one 
from looking too juvenile. While 
you modify some styles to suit 
your "hemline rule" remember that 
a prairie skirt will look dispropor-
tionate unless it is cut full and 
long. A dark. heavy fabric in a 
straight skirt will look matronly if 
cut too long. 
Try on your outfits carefully. 
Each garment has its own person-
ality and demands its own, best 
hemline to look best on you. (LB) 
these points: 
-Credit card issuers offer a 
wide variety of terms (annual 
percentage rate, methods of 
calculating the balance subject to 
the finance charge, minimum 
monthly payments, membership 
fees). Compare the terms offered 
by several card issuers to find the 
card that best suits your needs. 
-Sign your new cards when 
they arrive. Cut up and throw 
away expired cards. 
-Watch your card after you 
give it to a clerk. Promptly take 
the card back after the clerk is 
finished with it. Make sure the 
card is yours. If carbons are used, 
tear them up when you take your 
credit card receipt. 
-Never sign a blank receipt. 
Draw a line through any blank 
spaces above the total when you 
s~gn receipts. 
-Don't give your credit card 
number over the telephone unless 
you made the call or have an 
account with the company calling 
you. Check the company out first. 
Never put your card number on a 
postcard or on the outside of an 
envelope. 
-Save your purchase receipts 
. until the credit card bill arrives. 
Then open the bill promptly and 
compare it with your receipts .. 
Look for possible unauthorized 
charges and billing errors. 
-Write (don't just telephone) 
the card issuer promptly to report 
any questionable charges. The 
inquiry must be in writing and 
must be sent within 60 days to 
guarantee your rights under the 
Fair Credit Billing Act. 
• Keep a list of your credit card 
numbers in a safe place along with 
their expiration dates, and the 
phone number and address of each 
card issuer. 
-If any of your credit cards are 
missing or stolen, report the loss as 
soon as possible to the card issuer. 
Follow up your phone calls with a 
letter noting the date the card was 
missing and the date you called in 
the loss. 
-If you report the loss before a 
credit card is used, the issuer 
cannot hold you responsible for 
any future unauthorized charges. 
If a thief uses your card before you 
report it missing, the most yo~' II 
owe for unauthorized charges IS 
$50 on each card. 
Source: Consumer's Resource 
Handbook, U.S. Office of Con-
sumer 
Affairs, 1992 Edition. (AH) 
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A safety message from Fireman Bill 
NEBLINE RBBS The Southeast Fire Department 
was recently recognized for out-
standing efforts and innovations in 
fire prevention education, by the 
Fire Control Section of the 
Nebraska Forest Service. 1993 
marks the seventh consecutive year 
that the department has received 
recognition, and southeast Fire's 
program has been used as a model 
program by other volunteer fire ' 
departments in four other states 
and two other countries. "Without 
the valiant efforts of our friends at 
the NEBLINE, our fire safety 
messages to the Lancaster County 
residents would certainly be 
adversely affected!", says Fire -Be Sure to use your grill 
Prevention Officer Bill Montz, Jr. according to the manufacturer's 
:::::::::::~::=::::::::::::::~:~:::;::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::~:::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::M:::::::::::::::::::: directions. (Remote Bulletin Board System) 
Well, spring has finally arrived, -Never add charcoal fluid to 
and if you're like me, you're ready hot coals in an effort to speed up a 
to fire up the family barbecue grill slow flre and remember to NEVER 
for the first time this season! Be- use gasoline with your grill. 
fore you get there and flip that first -After cooking, be sure to soak 
burger, the Southeast Fire Depart- coals with water. Coals that "look" 
ment would like to remind you of dead out can in fact reignite and 
the following safety tips when ruin your day. 
using your grill: -Always keep a connected (402) 441-7149 
-Before lighting your grill, be garden hose at the ready near your 
sUre that it is located on a firm and grill, just in case ... 
level surface. Never use your grill -Small children should not be 
on windy days or during periods of allowed near the grill and should 
300-2400 baud 24 hours a day 
Free access to extension information! 
extreme hot and dry weather. be seated at the table when 
TheNEBLlNE 
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Notice!!! 
All programs and events listed in this newsletter will be held at the 
Lancaster Extension Conference Center unless noted otherwise. Use 
of commercial and trade names does not imply approval or constitute 
endorsement by the University ofNebraska Cooperative Extension in 
Lancaster County. Articles written by the staff of the University of 
Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County may be re-
printed without special permission if the source is acknowledged. For 
reprint information about other articles in the NEBLINE contact the 
source listed in the article. 
"0 PRINTED WITH 
~ SOy INK 
~----------------------~TM 
The NEBLINE is printed 
with Soy Ink on a 
blend of 60% recycled 
paper. 
r----------------------, 
NEBLINE 
FEEDBACK 
FORM 
In order to best serve our subscribers, this form will appear 
in every issue of the NEBLINE. You can use this form to: 
1. -change your address and/or order a subscription 
2.-register for events and programs sponsored by or held at the 
University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County 
3.-submit general comments and/or story ideas. 
General Information (please print): 
Nrune: ______________________________________ _ 
Addre~: __________________________________ __ 
City: _____________ Zip: ___ ~----
Home Phone: ________ Daytime Phone: ___ _ 
Workshop Registration 
Register for Workshop/Program: __________ _ 
Date of WorkshoplProgram: ________________ ~ ____ _ 
Time of WorkshoplProgram: ______________________ _ 
Number of registrations: _at $ _ each. 
Payment enclosed?: ___________________________ _ 
Please help make the NEBuNE your newsletter by letting us know 
what you would like to see in the NEBUNE, and how we can better 
serve your needs. 
Newsletter Information 
Address Change: ___________________________ _ 
All programs and events will be held at the lancaster Extension Conference Center unless otherwise noted. : 
".: ,,::. : 
April 1 
4-H Beekeeping Essay Contest Entries Due 
4-H Turkey Project Entries Due 
4-H Market BeefID's for State Fair, Ak-Sar-Ben and American Royal Deadline 
4-H Camp Counselor Applications Due 
4-H Action Team Applications Due . 
April 2 
Shooting Sports Leader Training Camp - Halsey 
Grafting Workshop: Build Your Own Apple Tree ($10 fee) ....................................................... 7-9 p.m. 
April 3 
Organic Gardening: For Horne & Market (free) ............................................................... 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
April 4 
4-H Council Meeting ........................................................... , .............. , .................................... 7:30 p.m. 
AprilS 
4-H Livestock Booster Club Meeting ....................................................................................... 7:30 p.m. 
April6. 
4-H Council Meeting ............................................................................................................... 7:30 p.m. 
April 8 
Paws and Claws 4-H Cat Club Meeting ........................................................................................ 7 p.m .. 
AprillO 
Investing in Freshwater Aquaculture ............................................................................................ 2 p.m. 
Aprill1 
4-H Teen Council Meeting ...................................................................................................... 2:30 p.m. 
April 12 
Critter Sitters 4-H Club Meeting ...................................................................... , ........................... 7 p.m. 
April 14 
4-H Horse VIPS Meeting ......................................................................................................... 7:30 p.m. 
April 15 
Shooting Sports 4-H Club Meeting ............................................................................................... 7 p.m. 
Apri117 
Cut Clutter - Increase Cash Flow: Easy Home Filing Systems ....................................... 10:30 a.m.-noori 
4-H Performance Swine Weigh-in ....................................................................................... 9 a.m.-noon 
District Speech Contest 
Kiwanis Kamival 
Clubs A-L .................. ~ ............................................................................................ 6:00-7:30 p.m. 
Clubs M-Z ............................................................................................................... 7:30-9:00 p.m. 
April 19 
Once-A-Month Cooking ............................................................................................................ 7-9 p.m. 
April 20 
Successful Aging Conference ....................................................................................... 9 a.m.-3:30 p.m. 
Star City Rabbit Raisers 4-H Club Meeting ............................................................. : .................... 7 p.m. 
April 21 
Food, Nutrition and Food Safety Update '93 for Child Care Centers (firstr of 2-part class) ........ .l-3 p.m. 
Fairboard Meeting ................................................................................................................... 7:30 p.m. 
April 24 
Craft Marketing Workshop ...................................................................................... 9:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. 
Growing Up Female - Eastern Nebraska 4-H Center, Gretna - Registration ..................... 8:30-9:00 a.m. 
April 26 
Critter Sitters 4-H Club Meeting .................................................................................................. 7 p.m. 
April 28 
Food, Nutrition and Food Safety Update '93 for Child Care Centers (second of 2-part class) ..... .l-3 p.m. 
April 30 
State Trap Shoot (Doniphan Shoot) - Grand Island -------------------___ -ll-_____________________________________ ... 
